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Lepton Flavor Violation in the Littlest Higgs Model with
T-Parity

A Clear Distinction from Supersymmetry

Björn Dulinga

Physik Department, Technische Universität München, 85748 Garching, Germany

Abstract. The Littlest Higgs Model with T-Parity (LHT) contains new sources of flavor and CP
violation both in the quark and lepton sector. These have their origin in interactions of ordinary
fermions with mirror fermions mediated by new heavy gauge bosons. Large deviations from the
Standard Model (SM) are to be expected in the lepton sector where tiny neutrino masses suppress
the SM predictions by many orders of magnitude below the experimentally accessible level. Here
we give a brief summary of LFV processes relevant for the foreseeable future and point out that
correlations between branching ratios of LFV decays in the LHT exhibit a structure vastly different
from their analogues in the MSSM, thus allowing for a transparent distinction between these two
models.

PACS. 12.15.Ji Applications of electroweak models to specific processes – 12.60.Cn Extensions of
electroweak gauge sector – 13.35.Bv Decay of muons

1 Introduction

Little Higgs models [1,2,3,4] offer an alternative route
to the solution of the little hierarchy problem. One
of the most attractive models of this class is the Lit-
tlest Higgs model [5] with T-parity (LHT) [6,7], where
a discrete symmetry forbids tree-level corrections to
electroweak observables, and thus considerably weak-
ens the constraints coming from electroweak precision
data [8]. Under this new symmetry the particles have
distinct transformation properties, that is, they are ei-
ther T-even or T-odd. Especially the T-odd particles
will have a substantial impact on deviations from the
SM. The LHT model is based on a two-stage sponta-
neous symmetry breaking occurring at the scale f and
the electroweak scale v. Here the scale f is taken to be
larger than about 500 GeV, which allows to expand
expressions in the small parameter v/f . The addition-
ally introduced gauge bosons, fermions and scalars are
sufficiently light to be discovered at LHC and there
is a dark matter candidate [9]. Moreover, the flavor
structure of the LHT model is richer than the one of
the Standard Model (SM), mainly due to the presence
of three doublets of mirror quarks and leptons and
their weak interactions with the ordinary quarks and
leptons1, as discussed in [11,12,13].

In the SM the FCNC processes in the lepton sec-
tor, like ℓi → ℓjγ and µ → eee, are very strongly
suppressed due to tiny neutrino masses. For example
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1 A nice roundup of conditions for LFV is given in [10].

the branching ratio for µ → eγ in the SM amounts to
at most 10−54, to be compared with the present ex-
perimental upper bound, 1.2 · 10−11 [14], and with the
one that will be available within the next two years,
∼ 10−13 [15,16]. Results close to the SM predictions
are expected within the LH model without T-parity,
where the lepton sector is identical to the one of the
SM and the additional O(v2/f2) corrections have only
minor impact on this result.

A very different situation is to be expected in the
LHT model, where the presence of new flavor violating
interactions and of mirror leptons with masses of order
1 TeV can change the SM expectations up to 45 orders
of magnitude, bringing the relevant branching ratios
for lepton flavor violating (LFV) processes close to the
bounds available presently or in the near future.

2 LFV in the LHT Model

2.1 The Model

A detailed description of the LHT model can be found
in [17], where also a complete set of Feynman rules
has been derived. Here we just want to state briefly
the ingredients needed for the analysis of LFV decays.

2.1.1 New Particles

The T-odd gauge boson sector consists of three heavy
“partners” of the SM gauge bosons,

W±
H , ZH , AH , (1)
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with masses given to lowest order in v/f by

MWH
= gf , MZH

= gf , MAH
=

g′f√
5

. (2)

The T-even fermion sector contains, in addition to
the SM fermions, the heavy top partner T+. On the
other hand, the T-odd fermion sector [11] consists of
three generations of mirror quarks and leptons with
vectorial couplings under SU(2)L × U(1)Y , that are
denoted by

(

ui
H

di
H

)

,

(

νi
H

ℓi
H

)

(i = 1, 2, 3) . (3)

To first order in v/f the masses of up- and down-type
mirror fermions are equal. Naturally, their masses are
of order f . In the analysis of LFV decays, except for
KL,S → µe, KL,S → π0µe, Bd,s → ℓiℓj and τ →
ℓπ, ℓη, ℓη′, only mirror leptons (in contrast to mirror
quarks) are relevant.

2.1.2 Weak Mixing in the Mirror Lepton Sector

As discussed in detail in [12], one of the important in-
gredients of the mirror sector is the existence of four
CKM-like unitary mixing matrices, two for the mir-
ror quarks (VHu, VHd) and two for the mirror leptons
(VHν , VHℓ), that are related via

V †
HuVHd = VCKM , V †

HνVHℓ = V †
PMNS

. (4)

An explicit parameterization of VHd and VHℓ in terms
of three mixing angles and three (non-Majorana) com-
plex phases can be found in [13].

The mirror mixing matrices parameterize flavor vi-
olating interactions between SM fermions and mirror
fermions that are mediated by the heavy gauge bosons
W±

H , ZH and AH . The matrix notation indicates which
of the light fermions of a given electric charge partici-
pates in the interaction.

2.1.3 The Parameters of the LHT Model

The new parameters of the LHT model, relevant for
the study of LFV decays, are the symmetry breaking
scale f and the mirror lepton masses,

f , mℓ
H1 , mℓ

H2 , mℓ
H3 , (5)

as well as the mixing parameters of the mirror lepton
sector,

θℓ
12 , θℓ

13 , θℓ
23 , δℓ

12 δℓ
13 δℓ

23 . (6)

Once the new heavy gauge bosons and mirror fermions
will be discovered and their masses measured at the
LHC, the only free parameters of the LHT model will
be the mixing angles θℓ

ij and the complex phases δℓ
ij of

the matrix VHℓ, that can be determined with the help
of LFV processes. An analogous set of parameters de-
scribing masses and mixings exists in the mirror quark
sector and can be probed by FCNC processes in K and
B meson systems, as discussed in detail in [17,18].

2.2 Results

In [19] an extensive analysis of LFV in the LHT model
has been given. It includes the decays ℓi → ℓjγ, µ →
eee, the six three body leptonic decays τ− → ℓ−i ℓ+

j ℓ−k ,

the semi-leptonic decays τ → ℓπ, ℓη, ℓη′ and the de-
cays KL,S → µe, KL,S → π0µe and Bd,s → ℓiℓj that
are flavor violating both in the quark and lepton sec-
tor. Moreover, µ − e conversion in nuclei and the fla-
vor conserving (g − 2)µ have been studied. A detailed
phenomenological analysis has been performed in that
paper, paying particular attention to various ratios of
LFV branching ratios that will be useful for a clear
distinction of the LHT model from the MSSM.

In contrast to K and B physics in the LHT model,
where the SM contributions constitute a sizable and
often the dominant part, the T-even contributions to
LFV observables are completely negligible due to the
smallness of neutrino masses and the LFV decays con-
sidered are entirely governed by mirror fermion con-
tributions.

In order to see how large these contributions can
possibly be, it is useful to first consider those decays
for which the strongest constraints exist. In this spirit
in Fig. 1.a) we show Br(µ → eee) as a function of
Br(µ → eγ), obtained from a general scan over the
mirror lepton parameter space, with f = 1 TeV. It is
found that in order to fulfil the present bounds, either
the mirror lepton spectrum has to be quasi-degenerate
or the VHℓ matrix must be very hierarchical. More-
over, as shown in Fig. 1.b), even after imposing the
constraints on µ → eγ and µ → eee, the µ − e con-
version rate in Ti is very likely to be found close to
its current bound, and for some regions of the mirror
lepton parameter space even violates this bound.

The existing constraints on LFV τ decays are still
relatively weak, so that they presently do not provide
a useful constraint on the LHT parameter space. How-
ever, as seen in Table 1, most branching ratios in the
LHT model can reach the present experimental upper
bounds, in particular for low values of f , and are very
interesting in view of new experiments taking place in
this and the coming decade.

The situation is different in the case of KL → µe,
KL → π0µe and Bd,s → ℓiℓk, due to the double GIM
suppression in the quark and lepton sectors. Br(KL →
µe) for instance can reach values of at most 3 · 10−13

which is still one order of magnitude below the current
bound, and KL → π0µe is even by two orders of mag-
nitude smaller. Still, measuring the rates for KL → µe
and KL → π0µe would be desirable, as these decays
can shed light on the complex phases present in the
mirror quark sector.

While the huge enhancements of LFV branching
ratios possible in the LHT model are clearly interest-
ing, such effects are common to many other NP mod-
els, such as the MSSM, and therefore cannot be used
to distinguish these models. However, correlations be-
tween various branching ratios should allow a clear
distinction of the LHT model from the MSSM. While
in the MSSM [26,27,28,29,30] the dominant role in de-
cays with three leptons in the final state and in µ − e
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a)

1. ´ 10-15 1. ´ 10-13 1. ´ 10-11 1. ´ 10-9
BrHΜ®eΓL1. ´ 10-15

1. ´ 10-13

1. ´ 10-11

1. ´ 10-9

BrHΜ-®e-e+e-L

b)

1. ´ 10-151. ´ 10-141. ´ 10-131. ´ 10-121. ´ 10-11
BrHΜ®eΓL

1. ´ 10-15

1. ´ 10-13

1. ´ 10-11

RHΜTi®eTiL

Fig. 1. a) Correlation between Br(µ → eγ) and Br(µ → eee) in the LHT model (upper curve) [19]. The lower line
represents the dipole contribution to µ → eee separately, which, unlike in the LHT model, is the dominant contribution
in the MSSM. b) R(µTi → eTi) as a function of Br(µ → eγ), after imposing the existing constraints on µ → eγ and
µ → eee [19]. The present experimental upper bounds are indicated by the shaded areas.

decay f = 1000 GeV f = 500 GeV exp. upper bound

τ → eγ 8 · 10−10 1 · 10−8 9.4 · 10−8 [20]
τ → µγ 8 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 1.6 · 10−8 [20]

τ−
→ e−e+e− 7 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 3.6 · 10−8 [21]

τ−
→ µ−µ+µ− 7 · 10−10 3 · 10−8 3.2 · 10−8 [21]

τ−
→ e−µ+µ− 5 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 4.1 · 10−8 [21]

τ−
→ µ−e+e− 5 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 2.7 · 10−8 [21]

τ−
→ µ−e+µ− 5 · 10−14 2 · 10−14 2.3 · 10−8 [21]

τ−
→ e−µ+e− 5 · 10−14 2 · 10−14 2.0 · 10−8 [21]
τ → µπ 2 · 10−9 5.8 · 10−8 5.8 · 10−8 [20]
τ → eπ 2 · 10−9 4.4 · 10−8 4.4 · 10−8 [20]
τ → µη 6 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 5.1 · 10−8 [20]
τ → eη 6 · 10−10 2 · 10−8 4.5 · 10−8 [20]
τ → µη′ 7 · 10−10 3 · 10−8 5.3 · 10−8 [20]
τ → eη′ 7 · 10−10 3 · 10−8 9.0 · 10−8 [20]

Table 1. Upper bounds on LFV τ decay branching ratios in the LHT model, for two different values of the scale f ,
after imposing the constraints on µ → eγ and µ → eee [19]. For f = 500 GeV, also the bounds on τ → µπ, eπ have been
included. The current experimental upper bounds are also given. The bounds in [20] have been obtained by combining
Belle [22,23] and BaBar [24,25] results.

conversion in nuclei is typically played by the dipole
operator, in [19] it is found that this operator is basi-
cally irrelevant in the LHT model, where Z0-penguin
and box diagram contributions are much more impor-
tant. As can be seen in Table 2 and also in Fig. 1.a) this
implies a striking difference between various ratios of
branching ratios in the MSSM and in the LHT model.
This difference can be made even more transparent by
considering double-ratios such as

R =
Br(τ− → e−e+e−)

Br(τ− → µ−µ+µ−)

Br(τ− → µ−e+e−)

Br(τ− → e−µ+µ−)
. (7)

In the MSSM, where the coefficient of the dominant
dipole operator is log-enhanced, the µ ↔ e symmetry
is strongly broken and (7) should considerably deviate
from unity. In the LHT however, where the dipole op-
erator is completely negligible, (7) is expected to yield
unity. Indeed, we find that in the MSSM RMSSM ≃ 20
while in the LHT 0.8 . RLHT . 1.2. We like to point
out that this procedure of comparing ratios and dou-
ble ratios of branching ratios should be very useful in
distinguishing these two models once enough LFV pro-
cesses have been measured in low energy experiments.

Even if for some decays this distinction is less clear
when significant Higgs contributions are present [28,
29,30], it should be easier than through high-energy
processes at LHC.

Another possibility to distinguish different models
of NP through LFV processes is given by the measure-
ment of µ → eγ with polarized muons. Measuring the
angular distribution of the outgoing electrons, one can
determine the size of left- and right-handed contribu-
tions separately [31]. In addition, detecting also the
electron spin would yield information on the relative
phase between these two contributions [32]. In the case
of LFV τ decays, a Dalitz plot analysis [33] could also
contribute to unravelling the operator structure. We
recall that the LHT model is peculiar in respect of not
involving any right-handed contributions.

On the other hand, the contribution of mirror lep-
tons to the flavor conserving (g − 2)µ is negligible [19,
34], so that the possible discrepancy between SM pre-
diction and experimental data [35] can not be cured,
in contrast to the MSSM with large tanβ and not too
heavy scalars.
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ratio LHT MSSM (dipole) MSSM (Higgs)
Br(µ−

→e−e+e−)
Br(µ→eγ)

0.4. . . 2.5 ∼ 6 · 10−3
∼ 6 · 10−3

Br(τ−

→e−e+e−)
Br(τ→eγ)

0.4. . . 2.3 ∼ 1 · 10−2
∼ 1 · 10−2

Br(τ−

→µ−µ+µ−)
Br(τ→µγ)

0.4. . . 2.3 ∼ 2 · 10−3 0.06 . . . 0.1
Br(τ−

→e−µ+µ−)
Br(τ→eγ)

0.3. . . 1.6 ∼ 2 · 10−3 0.02 . . . 0.04
Br(τ−

→µ−e+e−)
Br(τ→µγ)

0.3. . . 1.6 ∼ 1 · 10−2
∼ 1 · 10−2

Br(τ−

→e−e+e−)

Br(τ−
→e−µ+µ−)

1.3. . . 1.7 ∼ 5 0.3. . . 0.5
Br(τ−

→µ−µ+µ−)

Br(τ−
→µ−e+e−)

1.2. . . 1.6 ∼ 0.2 5. . . 10
R(µTi→eTi)
Br(µ→eγ)

10−2 . . . 102
∼ 5 · 10−3 0.08 . . . 0.15

Table 2. Comparison of various ratios of branching ratios in the LHT model and in the MSSM without and with
significant Higgs contributions [19].

3 Conclusions

We have seen that LFV decays open up an exciting
playground for testing the LHT model. Indeed, they
could offer a very clear distinction between this model
and supersymmetry. Of particular interest are the ra-
tios Br(ℓi → eee)/Br(ℓi → eγ) that are O(1) in the
LHT model but strongly suppressed in supersymmet-
ric models even in the presence of significant Higgs
contributions. Similarly, finding the µ − e conversion
rate in nuclei at the same level as Br(µ → eγ) would
point into the direction of LHT physics rather than
supersymmetry.
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